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ABSTRACT
Descriptive Personal Information Management (PIM) studies inform us about PIM behavior and their findings should guide the design and development of PIM tools to support the behavior under study. Unfortunately, judging from the literature, descriptive studies do not always provide useful recommendations and PIM tool research is often carried out separately. This paper discusses what appears to be a possible research dichotomy and ways to bring the research back together. Three solutions are suggested: 1) PIM workshops where both types of studies are presented and researchers meet should be important venues for dissemination of results, cross-fertilization between different research areas, and collaboration between researchers; 2) A bridging methodology to translate research findings explicitly into design criteria could bring research and practice closer together; and 3) A general PIM framework based on the three essential PIM activities (finding/refinding activities, keeping activities, and meta-level activities).
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1. INTRODUCTION
In the midst of studying the personal information management (PIM) of teachers by interviewing them in their natural environments, the nagging “so what?” question emerged. Sure, PIM researchers are finding interesting behavior and we have very rich data to analyze, but how can we translate our findings into something applied such as a tool, technique, or strategy to improve PIM practices [13]? This dichotomy between researching people and building and studying systems appears to be reflected in the PIM literature. Some studies focus exclusively on specific applications or systems (e.g. [2, 17, 18]), while others analyze people and the informational tasks they encounter in their daily lives (e.g. [29, 25]). Fewer studies appear to make strong, explicit connections between descriptive studies and resulting PIM tools (e.g. [6] and the Keeping Found Things Found project and related studies [8]). One of the reviewers of this paper suggested that perhaps this dichotomy is artificially created by publishing requirements, leading to papers that are either about behavior or about tools, but when one examines PIM projects as a whole both strands of research appear. The division between research that focuses on users versus systems is a well-documented phenomenon in the field of information retrieval. This separation has led to the increasing divergence of two research communities, much to the detriment of the field as a whole [8, 10, 21].

The system side of information retrieval, also known as the physical or Cranfield paradigm [5], is mainly concerned with the creation, improvement, and evaluation of retrieval algorithms. A good retrieval algorithm efficiently finds relevant documents while ignoring documents that are not on topic. The main thrust of this empirical research is evaluating system performance based on a test collection of documents, queries, and related relevance judgments. Systems run batches of queries and their results are scored using standard metrics [24, 26]. The user side of information retrieval, also known as the cognitive paradigm, studies and models information seeking and retrieval practices of people [9]. The cognitive researchers criticize the systems side for their unrealistic retrieval experiments that do not take real users and situational relevance criteria into account [22]. The systems side is also critiqued for not incorporating user studies findings, which have implications for systems design. The system researchers, for that matter, seem unaware of the cognitive research. That said, the failure of the cognitive side to provide concrete recommendations makes it difficult to incorporate user studies in actual system design [21].

According to [5], the duality observed in information retrieval research is preventing the field from developing “a powerful body of theory” (p. 45). Given that PIM research has the same two areas of focus - people (managers, teachers, people with HIV/AIDS, students, etc.) and systems (email, the Internet, desktop search, note taking tools) - it is likely that some of the same dichotomies affect PIM research. That leaves the question: How can we pull both areas of focus together in order to create more usable systems and PIM practices?

2. LIKE SHIPS IN THE NIGHT: RELATED BUT SEPARATE RESEARCH AGENDAS
The problem of having what appear to be related but separate research streams in a field is by no means unique to information retrieval. A similar problem was recognized by [27] who label this as the dissemination problem, although the issue goes beyond dissemination alone. They write in the context of Human Computer Interaction (HCI): “In sum, although we lack basic
understandings of current users, tasks, and technologies, the field is encouraged to try out even more radical solutions without pausing to do the analysis and investigation required to gain systematic understanding. Furthermore, even when a useful body of knowledge does exist for a core task, the HCI community does not have institutions and procedures for exploiting this knowledge" [27, p. 80-81].

While I don’t think the situation is quite this dire in the PIM arena, there do seem to be problems with disseminating descriptive research results so they can inform tool or strategy development. After completing our labor-intensive naturalistic studies, we often wistfully send our findings out into the world with general endorsements such as “PIM software developers will benefit from an understanding of how teachers manage their information” [3, p. 189], and leave it at that.

One of the reasons for the separate research streams undoubtedly originates in the different backgrounds and skill sets of the researchers. The information retrieval system research tends to come out of computer science while the cognitive research originates in the library and information sciences and other social sciences. PIM researchers comfortable with social science research methodologies are not necessarily well-versed in prototyping and system design and development, and vice versa.

3. POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS

[27] suggest several solutions to the lack of integration of research findings on core HCI tasks. The authors recommend workshops to discuss and disseminate research on these core tasks and also propose stricter reviewing practices to ensure the incorporation of existing research into new work (a practice known as generativity, see [23]). The role of education in spreading these practices is also stressed [27]. In their book The Turn, the authors [10] seek to bring the two sides of information retrieval together through extension of the cognitive viewpoint by consistently incorporating the technological and user information behavior sides. For PIM the most rational approach to bring together descriptive studies and tool and application research is perhaps through workshops, methodology, and creating a general framework of PIM tasks.

3.1 Workshops

Workshops are great venues to disseminate research information because they are smaller and more intimate than conferences. Also, workshops tend to have a much narrower focus, bringing together researchers working in the same or closely related areas. Fortunately, PIM researchers meet regularly at workshops and have plenty of opportunity to learn about current user research (http://pimworkshop.org/). As long as all types of PIM researchers keep attending these workshops, the conditions for collaboration and dissemination are ideal. The combination of PIM workshops with larger conferences attended by different kinds of researchers (information retrieval, human computer interaction, information science, computer supported cooperative work) is another productive way to foster collaboration in various related areas.

The first PIM workshop was sponsored by NSF and took place in 2005, followed by a 2006 workshop as part of the Special Interest Group Information Retrieval (SIGIR) conference. Workshops at the Computer Human Interaction conference and the American Society for Information Science & Technology (ASIS&T) annual meeting followed in subsequent years. The latest workshop is scheduled for 2012 as part of the Computer-Supported Cooperative Work conference (CSCW). To improve integration of previous research findings into new research, review guidelines for future workshops could include a generativity criterion.

3.2 Methodology

Achieving a deeper understanding of PIM behavior before developing tools is perhaps the most logical sequence of PIM research [15] although there are studies that begin with a prototype that is then tested by real users (e.g. [1]). Can methodology help the integration of the PIM behavior findings into tool design development and evaluation? One way might be to follow [7] who call for a systematic approach to PIM research with formalized PIM tasks, methods, behaviors, and mappings between PIM contexts and strategies. Another way that methodology may help research integration might be the creation of a bridging methodology. In the conclusion of their book on PIM, the authors [13] stress the importance of the development of methodologies of a relatively young field like PIM. Yet, the methodologies discussed are divided into two categories: descriptive studies (for studying people’s PIM behavior) and for prescriptive evaluations (measuring the effectiveness of tools) [19, 16]. Perhaps what is needed is some sort of bridging methodology that can translate the prescriptive study findings into actionable tool design considerations for tool development as well as tool evaluation. Obviously these criteria should go beyond the often generic recommendations typically mentioned in many PIM papers. A model for bridging methodologies can be found in user-centered design which encompasses system design methodologies with various levels of user involvement [4, 20].

3.3 General PIM Framework

Another way to integrate both sides of PIM research is to develop a general PIM Framework where descriptive research and tool development meet. Work by [11, 12] has already identified essential PIM activities such as finding/refinding (resulting from an information need), keeping activities (concerning incorporation of information into a person’s personal information space), and meta-level activities (related to organizing and managing the information in the personal information space) that could form the basis of such a framework. Based on these activities researchers could organize and present their findings and tool design implications in such a way that they are easily accessible. The framework might need to be extended with a miscellaneous activities category to capture new and unusual activities that might arise. An extension might allow for individual differences in the creation of personalized and customized PIM tools. Alternatively existing frameworks as proposed by [10] and [28] can be adapted to guide PIM research.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The strong user-system dichotomy in the field of information retrieval does not currently seem to be as problematic in PIM. That said, there is a potential rift between descriptive studies of PIM behavior and the design and development of PIM tools. Unfortunately, judging from the literature, descriptive studies are not always clear in providing useful recommendations, while PIM tool research is often carried out separately. Workshops where both types of studies are presented should be an important venue for dissemination of results, cross-fertilization between different research areas, and collaboration between researchers. This is already happening, but the connection between research and practice needs to be more intentional. Another way to bring the research together is to create a bridging methodology to translate research findings explicitly into design criteria and by creating a
general PIM framework based on the three essential PIM activities [12] as a common language.
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